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FROM THE MINISTER’S DESK

Being enfolded by God in Lenten space
tion proposed by Senator
Vivienne Poy to officially
designate May as Asian
Heritage Month in Canada.
In May 2002, the Government of Canada signed an
official declaration to designate May as Asian Heritage
Month.”

Asian Heritage Month
Asian Perspectives

On Pentecost Sunday, which this year will be
celebrated on May
24, we will once
again hear the traditional scripture
lesson from the
Acts of the Apostles chapter two.
Part of that lesson
reads:

May is
Asian Heritage
Month. The
website for Citizenship and
Immigration
Canada says of
the establishment of Asian
Heritage
Month: “This
acknowledges the long and
rich history of Asian Canadians and their contributions
to Canada. It also provides
an opportunity for Canadians across the country to
reflect on and celebrate the
contributions of Asian Canadians to the growth and
prosperity of Canada...
In December 2001,
the Senate adopted a mo-

“When the day of
Pentecost came, they
were all together in one
place...All of them
were filled with the Holy
Spirit and began to speak
in other tongues as the
Spirit enabled them....Are
not all these men who are
speaking Galileans? Then
how is it that each of us
hears them in his native
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radically reshaping how the
United Church of Canada is
structurally organized. It
has huge implications for
the denomination and our
missional work. I am praying that we will not lose
sight of the important commitments that we have
made about how to be a
faithful church.

language?...Parthians,
Medes and Elamites; residents of Mesopotamia...”
This is a fascinating
text for a number of reasons. For me it was both a
“miracle” of speech and of
hearing. The disciples were
empowered to speak, and
people from every region of
the then known world were
enabled to hear about the
“wonders of God” in their
own tongue; this included
people from Asia. Mesopotamia was the region of
Southwest Asia.

While at those training events five years ago, I
was listening to the contributions of other participants
in a bifocal way. I was attending to what they were
saying, while allowing the
filter of the Pentecost text
resonating in my soul. The
thought occurred to me to
ask the Asian participants
at the course to share some
insights with me. They were
grateful to have been asked
and eager to share.
Throughout the month I
asked other neighbours and
friends of Asian heritage to
respond to the same question I asked my colleagues
in training: What would you
like non-Asians to know
about your culture, faith
and experience? I believe
that God is still doing won-

Five years ago I was
privileged to participate in
two very intensive, but rewarding, training courses
on Intercultural Communication and Community
Building sponsored by the
United Church of Canada.
This is part of the UCC’s
strategy to train UCC folks
who can help the denomination live into its commitment to become an intercultural church. Now the
UCC is most preoccupied
with its consultations
around the Comprehensive
Review. This has to do with
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ders and calling us to participate in “wonder-making”
life and witness. What follows is a sampling of what
a variety of Asian brothers
and sisters shared with me.
I will let their sharing stand
without comment, trusting
God to work a “miracle” of
hearing so that we may discern where God is at work
doing wonders, and where
and how God is calling us
to join in God’s wonderworking activity of reconciliation, justice, love, forgiveness, servant power,
liberation, joy and grace.
Let us pray for faithfulness
and transformation in Jesus’ name.

think we have something to
teach other communities...”
(a person of Japanese heritage) “Something
that is very important for
non-Asians to know, especially the majority White
population, is that in mixed
groups, the silence and reticence to speak that we Japanese exhibit comes from
our culture. We hold back
from speaking until we are
asked. This is a form of humility and respect for the
coherence of the conversation, and for the importance
of listening with respect to
one another. I often observe
that many conversations
and discussions here in
Canada are characterized
by people cutting each other off mid-sentence, speaking without pausing to reflect, and spending a lot of
time formulating what one is
going to say next and therefore not really listening
deeply to what others are
saying. I would also like non
-Asian Canadians to know
that in Japanese culture
there is much shame
around terrible things that
happen, even if someone

(a person of mixed
Chinese, Nigerian and
Caribbean heritage)
“Asians are like dandelions,
you can find us everywhere. We have a strong
survival mentality. In remote areas of this country
and this world you will witness Asian resourcefulness. There is also in many
Chinese – and other
Asians for that matter – a
real “we-ness” in the midst
of such vast dispersion. I
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about the relationship between Christianity and the
other Korean religions,
some of the role of the
Shaman (you know the mediator and medicine/healer
man of authority) came into
Christianity. The minister
became like a shaman.
We want majority
Canadians to know that we
Koreans value deeply our
family life and traditions...especially extended
family. There is a lot of respect for the elderly...for
their wisdom and years and
life. I notice that many here
in Canada do not care for
their elderly so well, it does
not seem as if they are respected and valued so
much. Parents sacrifice a
lot for their children, and we
are a people who do not
want to disturb others...we
put a high value on keeping
the peaceful way...I guess
like Jesus (person laughs..)
Although we are quiet and
can be silent, do not mistake that for a lack of passion, intelligence of caring.
We are very kindhearted in
our culture...”

else has done it to us. For
instance the expropriation
of property and the internment of Japanese in Canadian history is a deeply
shameful thing. We do
great injustice to each other. This does not please
God. As well, for many
Japanese our way of relating to God is very meditative and contemplative...not
so loud and demonstrative.”
(a person of Korean heritage)”You know
there were many religions
in Korea before Christianity
came. There was some
conflict among the people
when Christianity came,
although many people embraced it then and still today and are happy for the
story of God and Jesus
presented in the faith. Koreans are very devoted believers, their worship style
is very emotional...what I
mean is that it is earnest
and intense in their heart
not so much outwardly expressive. It is like communing heart to heart with
God...intensely, that is how
we do it. In fact, thinking

(a person of Cam-
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bodian heritage) “ I am
very glad to be here in Canada. For me and my family,
we would not have had the
same opportunities back
home. As long as you have
a job and good health that
is what matters. If I was still
back home, I would be dead
now. We lived through
some very bad times...lots
of hunger, war, suffering...
People from Canada should
be happy for what they
have here. It is safe, no war
and fighting. Back home my
children would not have a
chance for good education.”

very family oriented and
love to cook and share our
food with others. In our faith
we are very committed...well at least many of
us. We work hard for our
church and try to follow Jesus and his command to
love and serve and help
others especially the sick
and the poor. Canadians
should realize how much
we have to offer and not
only as domestics and care
-givers.”
(a person of Chinese heritage) “I feel very
good about being in Canada. We have been treated
very well. I don’t like to focus too much on just one
culture, I think we should
celebrate all cultures. I
have been very blessed. At
work I feel just like one of
the other workers; I don’t
feel any different than anyone else. I have been very
blessed to be able to get
along with people at work,
in our neigbourhood and in
our church. Our children
have been fully integrated
at school and haven’t had
any problems. I think it is
very important to have a

(a person of Filipino heritage) “We are very
religious in the Philippines...but we also have a
lot of violence and poverty.
It seems to me that these
things shouldn’t go together. If we have strong faith
we should trust God and
work with God to solve
these problems. We work
hard but seem a little passive to Canadians. Don’t
mistake that for being stupid
or not having any passion.
We are very lively and enjoy
our festivals and family
times of celebration. We are
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couraged commitments that
will be part of this moment
in history.

positive attitude and not to
react to negative things
people say. As a family we
celebrate the Chinese New
Year and the Moon festival.”

God’s Peace and
Blessings
______
I am, like you,
One who is trying to
“hear” the wonders of God
in the midst of our
world’s diverse peoples.
Holy Spirit grace to
us all.
Anthony

Even as we honour
and celebrate Asian Heritage Month with our brothers and sisters, let us also
widen our embrace to show
solidarity with our First Nations sisters and brothers.
Please read on in this Messenger to learn of the opportunities to participate in
the historic delivery of the
final report of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, and all the activities
(May 29 - June 2) and en-
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Birthdays in May

Birth Announcement

1st
2nd
2nd
4th
5th
6th
6th
6th
7th
7th
11th
16th
18th
19th
20th
21st
21st
23rd
24th
24th
25th
27th
29th
29th
31st
31st

Ingrid and Jason Popesku, of Olds,
Alberta, are proud to announce the
safe arrival of Danica Ingrid
Popesku on March 2, 2015 – 6
pounds 14 ounces. The grandparents, Ken & Carol Elder are thrilled
with their new granddaughter.

Sarah Ursacki
Dian Morris
Okumu Emmanuel
Kendra Huggins
Annecy Adams
Beth Hamley
Angela Christopher
Evie Bosch
Curtis Cunliffe
Benjamin McInnis
Alexander Fitzgerald
Helen Fortune
Udobong Akpan
Owen Smith
David Odumodu
Kerry Lynn Grozinger
Marley Payne-Odumodu
Katrina Grozinger
Deborah McGregor
Mercy Lamunu
Graydon Emberg
Michael Hennessy
Helen Hayes
Adam Hinds
Stanley Baird
Judy Hamley

If you would like your birthday to be
a secret, please let the office know
and we will leave you off the list.
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LECTIONARY FOR MAY
John 15:9–17
Love one another as I have loved
you.

May 3 – Fifth Sunday
of Easter
Acts 8:26–40
Philip engages with the Ethiopian.

May 14 – Ascension
(Thursday)

Psalm 22:25–31 (VU p. 746, Parts
Three and Four)
All shall bow down and worship
God.

Acts 1:1–11
The ascension of Jesus.
Psalm 47 (VU p. 771)
“Clap your hands, all you peoples.”

1 John 4:7–21
Let us love one another.

Ephesians 1:15–23
Paul prays for the church at Ephesus.

John 15:1–8
Jesus is the vine, we are the branches.

Luke 24:44–53
Jesus explains scripture.

May 10 – Sixth Sunday
of Easter

May 17 – Seventh Sunday of Easter

Worship materials for the Sixth Sunday of Easter through the Seventh
Sunday of Easter were contributed
by Kate Crawford, First-St. Andrew’s U.C., London, Ont., and
Tammy-Jo Mortensen, RobertsonWesley U.C., Edmonton, Alta.

Acts 1:15–17, 21–26
Matthias is elected as an apostle.
Psalm 1 (VU p. 724)
Blessed are those who delight in
God’s law.

Acts 10:44–48
The gift of the Holy Spirit comes as
Peter preaches.

1 John 5:9–13
The testimony of God is greater than
human testimony.

Psalm 98 (VU p. 818)
Sing to God a new song.

John 17:6–19
“So that they may have my joy
made complete in themselves.”

1 John 5:1–6
To love God is to obey God’s commandments.
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May 24 – Pentecost

Worship materials for Pentecost
Sunday were contributed by Kate
Crawford, First-St. Andrew’s U.C.,
London, Ont.
Acts 2:1–21
The coming of the Holy Spirit.
or
Ezekiel 37:1–14
The valley of dry bones.
Psalm 104:24–34, 35b (VU p.
827)
Wisdom was creating at God’s side.
Romans 8:22–27
The Spirit prays for us with sighs
too deep for words.

May 31 – Trinity Sunday

Worship materials for Trinity Sunday
through the Fourth Sunday after Pentecost were contributed by Betty Lynn
Schwab of Ottawa, Ont.
Isaiah 6:1–8
The call of Isaiah.
Psalm 29 (VU p. 756)
God’s voice is over the waters.
Romans 8:12–17
Adopted by the Spirit as children of
God.
John 3:1–17
Nicodemus visits Jesus by night.

John 15:26–27; 16:4b–15
Jesus will send the Advocate, the
Spirit of Truth.
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Parkdale Book Club
May 24 The Master and Margarita
by Mikhail Bulgakov. 1967. The Devil visits the
fervently atheistic Soviet Union. Considered one
of the best novels of the 20th century.
June 14 God's Bits of Wood by Sembene
Ousmane. 1960. Senegalese author’s novel of a
railway strike in Senegal in the 40's, examining
colonialism's many faces.
If you have any questions please email either
Marlene MacLean
(marlenemaclean@gmail.com) or
Heather Brophy (h.brophy@sympatico.ca).

All Welcome!
Meet in the Ladies Parlor after church on book club days.
Bring a lunch.
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IN FROM THE COLD MINISTRY
ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL SEASON
THIRTHEENTH YEAR
SPECIAL THANKS to ALL In From The Cold Volunteers who made our Pot Luck Supper another DELICIOUS success. During the evening, a $500 cheque
was presented to Alexis Ashworth CEO, Habitat for Humanity in honour of all our generous merchants. The
contribution of each volunteer who joined the IFTC
TEAM is appreciated and valued. Together, with our
generous merchants, our volunteer musicians and the
faithful support and prayers of the congregation, we
have made a positive difference in our Community.
THANKS BE TO GOD.

If you are considering joining our Volunteer Team as a
NEW volunteer, please contact CiCi, our volunteer coordinator in SEPTEMBER.
iftc@parkdaleunitedchurch.ca
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In
From
The
Cold
Volunteers
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IN GRATITUDE

no matter how old
Needing a hot drink – a
coffee or tea
That’s ready and waiting for you and for me

Thank you again to all
the kind staff
Those volunteers who
can make us laugh
The men who set up
every table
To make sure that we
are comfortable

As the servers begin to
bring out the meal
Words can’t express
how grateful I feel
The garden fresh salad
and home-made bread
The aroma of which
goes straight to my
head

The ladies who come
to prepare the food
Making sure that it’s
extra good
Knowing that there is
such a great need
With so many hungry
souls to feed

Next comes the main
course, piping hot
The meat and potatoes
sure hit the spot
In no time at all, I’ve
cleaned up my plate
Very satisfied with what

People that come from
“out of the cold”
No matter how young,
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I just ate.
As soon as they can,
the dessert is being
served
Much better than what I
think I deserved
Now, a fresh cup of coffee is all that I need
Before heading outside,
very grateful indeed.
To the wonderful people who give up their
day
To make sure that
things are going okay
There’s so much to do
but it’s done with a
smile
‘Cause they know that
it’s all so very worthwhile

Scraping the plates and
scrubbing the pots
Stacking the dishes –
there’s lots and lots
Washing glasses and
mugs and then put them
away
Neatly in the cupboard
until next Saturday
When the poor and the
hungry come “out of the
cold”
Single people, families,
the young and the old
I sure hope the staff
know how grateful we
feel
For giving us such a
wonderful meal
Written by an IFTC
guest.

Week by week through
the long cold winter
They work as a team
with hardly a whimper
Setting the tables and
clearing them too
Putting them away
when we’re all through
19

Dewar Plaza, at 1:30 pm. The
whole route is 4.7 km but people can join the walk at any
point along the way.

Walk for Reconciliation, May 31st
It’s time to stand up and walk
for reconciliation…On Sunday, May 31st, we are called
to join thousands of Canadians
to walk for healing and reconciliation and show our support
for a new relationship of respect between Indigenous peoples and all Canadians. Parkdale’s Mission, Outreach and
Justice Committee invites you
to be part of this historic occasion and asks you to encourage all your family and friends
to participate.

We hope that, together with
our ministers and the Worship
Committee, we can plan a
worship service that morning
that recognizes the formal
closing of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and
helps us pray for the ongoing
process of reconciliation between Indigenous and NonIndigenous Canadians. We are
still in the planning stages as
of this writing, but we hope to
organize ways that help Parkdale’s members and
friends participate in the walk
after the service. All are welcome to walk with us for reconciliation on May 31st!

The walk starts at 12:00 noon
in Gatineau at l’École secondaire de l’Ile, 225 rue StRédempteur, and will cross the
Ottawa River arriving at Victoria Island around 12:30.
Then it continues along Wellington and Elgin streets to
arrive at City Hall, Marion
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Truth and Reconciliation Commission
Closing events

Friday, May 29 to Wed
June 3:
“Time for Reconciliation”Kairos intergenerational
gathering

There are many opportunities to
learn by attending Ottawa
events between May 29 and
June 3rd.

At Carleton University and
Christ Church Cathedral.
Plenary and workshops sessions will be interspersed with
free TRC events (see below).
Kairos themes are: Recognition and Reconciliation (May
29, evening plenary $20), Decolonization (May 30, all day
including lunch, $60) and Honouring Indigenous Rights (June
1, all day including lunch $60).
See Kairos program information and registration, as well
as up-to-date information on
all the events, at: http://
www.kairoscanada.org/events/
time4reconciliation/

The churches are actively involved through Kairos, the ecumenical justice initiative, which
is holding its intergenerational
conference from Friday May
29th through Monday June 1st.
Called “Time for Reconciliation”, it requires registration
and is involving participants
from across the country. Because hotels in Ottawa are
booked up for that week-end,
Ottawa United Church Presbytery is organizing billets to help
out. For more information
about billeting a United Church
person from out-of-town, contact Charles Barrett at
charles.barrett23@ yahoo.ca
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Tuesday, June 2: Presentation Day
Delta Ottawa Hotel - A.M.:
Release of TRC findings.
1:30 to 3:00 pm: Responses
from Parties to the Indian Residential Schools Settlement
Agreement: survivors, churches, federal government, Assembly of First Nations

Truth and Reconciliation
Commission
— free events—
Sunday, May
31: Reconciliation Walk
Join thousands walking for
healing and a new relationship
between Indigenous and NonIndigenous Canadians.
12:00 noon - Walk starts in
Gatineau at École Secondaire
de l’Ile, 225 rue StRédempteur
12:30 - Short route: from Victoria Island, continues down
Wellington
1:30 - Arrives Marion Dewar
Plaza, City Hall, 110 Laurier
Ave W; stage program starts
Afternoon (TBD) – Ecumenical prayer circle at the Human
Rights Monument, Elgin
St. at Lisgar St.

Wednesday, June 3: Ceremonial Day
Rideau Hall, 1 Sussex Drive:
A.M. - Ceremonial Closing of
TRC (invited guests only)
1:15 pm:
Honouring Memories, Planting Dreams Ceremony (open
to the public). Children will
plant a Heart Garden and lead
us into the ongoing work of
reconciliation

*Sunrise ceremonies:

each day on Victoria Island at
about 5:30 a.m. (no photography please)*

Monday, June 1: Learning
Day
Delta Ottawa Hotel, 101 Lyon
St N.
9:00 am to 5:00 pm: Displays,
Blanket Exercise, gatherings,
teachings, panel
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Christianity in Context
Christianity in the fourth
century

By Blain Pauling
Christianity in the fourth
century
Christianity attained an important status in several
parts of the world in the
fourth century: it became
the official religion of the
kingdoms of Armenia and
Ethiopia and by the end of
the century was the state
religion of the Roman empire. This led to a major bureaucratization of the Christian religion. The Church
within the empire began to
form administrative divisions based directly on imperial geographical divisions, each headed by a
bishop who oversaw the administration of units within
his designated territory. Despite its new official status,
not all Christians were united among themselves politically, culturally or theologically. The division of the
Roman empire into a Latin
west and a Greek east con-
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tinued to affect the development of Christianity as geolinguistic divide took on
powerful cultural and intellectual differences. Various
Christian sects struggled for
influence. Gnostics, Arians,
Trinitarian, Donatists and
other factions each sought to
maintain or even impose its
version of Christianity
against its rivals.
As Christianity became established in the Roman
world, martyrdom became
much less common. Many
Christians sought other,
similarly extreme ways to
dedicate their lives to
Christ. The ‘living martyrdom’ of the desert hermits
inspired some Christians to
follow a similar ascetic life,
but during the fourth century these ascetics began to
form communities. The first
monasteries formed in
Egypt, as many as 3000 by
mid-century; they quickly
spread throughout the empire by the end of the centu-

ry.

portant books in western
medieval Christianity. Although a crucial figure in
western Christianity, much
of his theology, particularly
his contributions to the doctrine of original sin, were
never accepted in eastern
Christianity.

The present Catholic canon
of the Bible was accepted
by the end of the fourth
century, solidified in St. Jerome’s Latin translation, the
Vulgate, which would become the standard version
of the Bible in western
Christianity for the next
thousand years.
Theologically, Christian
thought was further developed by the Greek and Latin Fathers of the Church. Of
these, one of the most influential was St. Augustine.
Augustine came from a Roman family in North Africa,
and had been a dedicated
follower of Manicheanism
and Neo-platonism in his
youth. He describes his
spiritual struggles and eventual conversion to Christianity (facilitated by Jerome)
at 33 years of age (in 387)
in his highly personal spiritual autobiography, the
Confessions. This book, and
his City of God (both written in the fifth century),
were two of the most im-
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Historians estimate that during the Dioclesian persecution in the first decade of the
fourth century, roughly 10%
of the population of the Roman empire was Christian.
The Roman emperors continued to lack any peaceful
means of transferring power.
Popular legend has it that
Constantine the Great had
his soldiers paint the Christian symbol on their shields
at the battle of the Milvian
Bridge, at which he defeated
his rival and established
himself as emperor in 305.
Constantine decriminalized
Christianity and granted it
official toleration within the
empire through the Edict of
Milan in 313. Although he
was not baptized until his
death (when he was baptized
by an Arian not Trinitarian
or Catholic bishop), Con-

ed throughout the century
and the old pagan religion
was supressed, civil war,
foreign conquest and slavery continued as it had for
centuries.

stantine took an active role
in the practice of the religion, presiding over numerous Church councils, including the Council of
Nicea. The Council of
Nicea, called by Constantine himself, attempted
(unsuccessfully) to unify
the various Christian factions, although it did establish a universal statement of
the faith – the Nicene
Creed. Constantine’s active
role in religious affairs as a
secular ruler established a
precedent for the involvement of political rulers in
religious affairs that would
continue into the middle
ages and beyond. Although
Christianity was briefly
suppressed under the emperor Julian the Apostate,
Christianity became the
state religion of the Roman
empire in 381. The religion
founded on the teachings of
Jesus of Nazareth and the
missions of St. Paul was
now the official creed of
one of the most militarized
and warlike regimes in history. Although the Christian
population rapidly expand-

The Roman empire regained
a large degree of stability
and prosperity during the
first half of the fourth century. By the last quarter of the
century, however, the challenge posed by the Sassanids to the east and the Germanic tribes to the north became more difficult to manage. Tribal raids and conquerors crossed the Danube
into Roman territory in increasing numbers as the
century drew to a close, a
foreshadowing of the steep
decline that would follow in
the next century.
Meanwhile, in the rest of
the planet…
Although maintaining a
large degree of cultural uniformity, the geographical
region of China fragmented
even further politically during the fourth century.
Known as the Sixteen King-
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doms period, the various
Chinese kingdoms continued
to fight each other for supremacy. Buddhism continued to spread throughout
China despite (or perhaps
because of) the political disunity. The contemplative
and moral aspects of the
Buddhist tradition appealed
to Taoists and Confucians
respectively, whose practitioners considered the traditions compatible to a large
degree.
The Sassanid and Roman
empires continued to fight
each other throughout the
fourth century, with neither
achieving a major victory,
although the Roman emperor Julian the Apostate was
killed fighting the Persian
Sassanids. During this century the sacred texts of the
Zoroastrian religion, the
Avesta, were codified. The
continuing hostilities against
the increasingly Christianized Roman empire led to a
significant change in the
policy towards Christians, as
the Sassanid authorities began to persecute Christians
living within their territory;

this was a strange turn for
the Christians there, who
had originally migrated to
Persian territory to escape
persecution from the Roman
authorities. By the end of
the century, however, the
Sassanid emperor returned
to a policy of toleration.
India began a golden age in
the fourth century under the
Gupta empire. Major cultural developments occurred,
including the crystallization
of what would later be
called the Hindu religions as
well as important technological and mathematical innovations. The Guptas also
supported Jain and Buddhist
intellectual development.
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June 19-21

Think this!

Not this

Join the Parkdale family and their friends for a great
weekend of fellowship, swimming, boating, campfires,
games, and crafts at Gracefield Camp (about 1 1/2
hours away in Gracefield, QC). This year we want to
offer an opportunity to focus on our relationship with
God and be “Cast Away” from everything for a couple of
days as you “Cast your cares on Him.”
Registration forms are available. Please see Melodee
Lovering or Lauren Barbour. The cost is very reasonable and includes meals, activities and a variety of lodging styles from cabins to tenting, to a rustic lodge. Generous Parkdalers always make sure that everyone can
attend regardless of ability to pay.
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BUSKER NIGHT
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IMAGES &
STORIES
Go (West) North, Young
Man, Go North! (Some stories of John in Northern Labrador)

sions of Nain, Hopedale, Makkovit, Happy Valley and North
West River. These were accompanied by sketches of the
mission houses of Hopedale,
Nain and Makkovik.)
There was no need for PowerPoint Images – I mean it there really was no need for
Images, because with a poet’s
flare for the sublime and the
dramatic, his command of the
language and a mischievous
sense of humor, John painted
for us exciting and vivid pictures of his sojourn and experiences. From the beginning to
the end of the evening, we
were riveted with laughter
while at the same gaining an
understanding of what life
must have been like for him
and like-minded souls far, far
away from the so-called comforts of Southern Canada.

What do you do as an energetic and adventurous young
man, who has recently finished
an undergraduate degree with
no job, no money, but is eager
to discover your relatively new
country of Canada, and make a
difference? You go north!
Never mind that you grew up
in the hot climes of Barbados;
Never mind that the only thing
you knew about the North was
that it was desolate and cold -“very, very cold”, or, as you
have imagined, it would be
like living in a very big deep
freezer.
At the last (until Fall 2015)
Images and Stories event on
March 27, John Harewood
treated us to Stories, Stories
and More Stories, of his experiences in Northern Labrador.
(John began by distributing
photocopies of a map of North
Eastern Labrador showing the
location of the Moravian Mis-
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In the summer of 1961, without any training as a Teacher,
(but with a degree for which
the province of Newfoundland
granted him a Teaching Certificate), John applied for and
obtained a job as Teacher and
Principal of the school (school
population of 70) at the Moravian Mission station of
Hopedale, now part of Nunitsiavut, in Northern Labrador.
Hopedale was a barren, rocky
village with a population of
about 150, including 2 RCMP
Officers, a Post Office, a Village Hall, church, and government store.

family. From his room, he
could, if he wanted (but I
doubt he did) open the doors
and ski down.
Food, mainly canned, was
brought in by ship during the
summer and stored for the
winter. The meat eaten was
generally seal and caribou, but
cured pork from pigs which
the Minister raised and slaughtered was an occasional treat
as were the steaks provided by
the American base at festivals.
On Easter 1962, an auctioned
goose finally became the property of the mission for a precious twenty-two dollars.

He was hired by Mr. Peacock (who later received the
Order of Canada), Superintendent of the Moravian Mission
in whose house in Happy Valley he stayed four days before
continuing to Hopedale. Mr.
Peacock was a wrestling fan
with a wicked sense of humour who would get very agitated while watching a match.
(Please use your imagination
to conjure up images of this
agitation as John would have
demonstrated it).

Of course, there was no central sewage system in the village and each family was responsible for taking out their
“personal daily business” and
properly disposing of it. The
village hierarchy was as follows: 1. The Minister; 2. Principal; 3. Nurse 4. RCMP. 5.
Manager of government store.
Given the hierarchy, it was
important that proper decorum
be seen to be maintained. As
an example, John made sure
that the Minister never knew
when he discharged (pun intended) his important daily
duty. Needless to say that the
Minister also ensured that

Though the school was not
technically a mission school,
John lived in the Mission
house with the Minister’s
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John did not know when he,
the Minister, discharged his.

quire as to whether he was a
Communist.

The village itself was replete
with a list of characters. Gerhardt Vollprecht, the Minister,
was very committed to his role
as a missionary. The Communion was always the highlight of his service. On one
occasion, he became so intense
that he fainted. He once took a
trip for a week on a hunt for
seals with an Inuit and his dog
team to gain firsthand experience of that part of Inuit life.

Of the three nurses who served
the village at various times,
Caitlin, Welsh, professional,
colourful, distinctive and
demonstrative in her white
Parka, gave rise to gossip
about her relationship with
John. The other two, each
named Mary and both English, were very professional as
well, one a Quaker who had
studied Geography at Cambridge before becoming a
nurse and the other quiet and
efficient, content to be part of
the Vollprecht family.

Gordon Ginn, according to
John, was the most complete
man he had ever met. An expert on refrigeration, he supervised the American system on
the hill, had built his own
house and his own boat and
taught himself Latin and
Greek. He also handled a rifle
efficiently but was slightly
avant-garde in his and his
wife’s approach to childraising. As well, apparently,
his outspokenness about the
war in Vietnam caused him to
be suspected of procommunist leanings. Since he
and John were known to be
friends and conversed regularly, Bob, the RCMP Constable
in charge of the detachment
eventually visited John to en-

The school, heated by an oil
stove, consisted of three
rooms. The curriculum was
limited to English, Math, Social Studies, Art and Physics
and John taught five grades in
one classroom. He was regularly at his desk until midnight
preparing for the next day and
planning a strategy as to how
to keep the students busy.
Spelling competitions worked
well.
The school only went up to
Grade 8 and as Principal, it
was John’s responsibility to
identify students who should
leave the village to continue
their education further south.
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It was a heavy responsibility
as this meant separation of
families. But it was also an
important and necessary duty.
John recounted a story where
a friend met (years later) a
former student, Jimmy Igloliorte, who is now a distinguished judge, who perhaps
would not have had such an
opportunity if John did not
recommend that he continue
his studies away from the village in North West River.

open spaces; brought him
closer to nature; allowed him
to discover more of himself; to
fend for himself and to develop a love of singing hymns as
a means of comfort.
Although John remarked how
it has been said that the North
“attracted the mad; those born
to be mad or have a Freudian
wish to be mad”, I would like
to substitute the words “daring
and positive” for “mad”. Because, the “cast of characters”
that John described, appeared
to me to be daring, bold and
courageous folk who went up
North to make a positive difference.

Life in the village was
“normal” and exciting -- subject to weather conditions –
there were movies on
Wednesdays and Saturdays
with occasional square dancing. And the village came
even more alive when the
mail plane (with other supplies as well) came once a
month, and everyone came
out to meet it. Yes, village
life was “normal” as any other
small village life – everyone
knew what everyone else did,
was thought to have done, or
did not do.
Aside from the joys of teaching and making positive impressions on young lives in
the North, John talked about
how his sojourn there gave
him the opportunity to appreciate the freedom of wide

Recounting John’s story telling of his experiences in
Northern Labrador, cannot do
it justice. One had to be there.
For those who were not there,
I can only say that I hope I
have given you a glimpse of
the thoroughly pleasant evening of humorous storytelling
to 42 members of the congregation who were present. And
please do not miss another Images and Stories (or Stories,
Stories and More Stories)
when it resumes in the Fall!
David Odumodu
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RECIPE
Reverse Sear Beef steak
Strip loin, 1.5” thick to 2” thick is best
Warm to room temp about 30 min or so before cooking.
Kosher or sea salt, freshly ground pepper
1. Season steak with S and P
2. Insert meat thermometer into steak. roast in oven at 275
degrees on a baking rack on a cookie sheet. Can also be
barbequed. Roast or bbq until internal temp of 125 degrees for rare Can take about 30 min. depending on how
thick steak is. Roast to 130 degrees for medium rare
3. Let rest 15 min. Very important.
4. Just before serving heat a skillet very hot (or use
bbq). Sear about one min per side .
5. Cut into strips across the grain and serve immediately. Due to resting there will be very little juice released
and meat will be rare inside
6. Takes about 45 min. total so this is not a fast recipe.
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Namby and Pamby
SEEING WITH ANOTHER PAIR OF EYES

depends on how you look at it.
When you ask me “What’s
UP”, it’s kind of an open question.

Namby: Good morning, Pamby.
Pamby: And a very good
morning to you, Namby.

Namby: Now that I think about
it, it’s more than open, it’s
loaded.
Pamby: Yes, “loaded” describes it even better.” What’s
up “may mean “how are you?’
“what are you doing or going to
do today or the next moment?”
or “what’s happening in your
life”.

Namby: So, what’s up with
you?
Pamby: Well, it’s funny that
you use that two-letter word
“UP”.
Namby: Why so?
Pamby :Well, I find that it’s
one which younger people use
a lot in talking to one another.

Namby: Yes, but you have
missed one which I thought you
would have mentioned.
Pamby: What’s that?

Namby: Just a minute, Buster.
Because I have a couple of kids,
you don’t have to remind me
that I’m not a member of the
younger crowd.
Pamby: And you don’t have to
take it so personally. Actually, I
do like the word “UP”. I think
about it quite a lot these days.

Namby: “UP” is an optimistic
word . When we say “things
are looking Up”, that’s optimistic, isn’t it? When I was younger, I used to like one of the
chants by an Anglican choir
which went like this; “I
Will lift up my eyes to the hills
from whence comes my help”.
Pamby: Yes, “UP” is hopeful.
That’s what I meant when I
said that I think about it a lot
these days.

Namby: You’ve got to be kidding! What’s so special about
that two-letter word that it
should occupy so much of my
wise friend’s attention? Isn’t it
as simple as
“When you’re up, you’re up
And when you’re down, you’re
down
And when you’re only half way
up
You’re neither up nor down?”’
Pamby: Good one! But it still

Namby: Do you mean that it’s
got something to do with the
season, even though the Spring
has been a long time coming?
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Pamby: Yes, forget about the
actual weather that we have
been having or not having. I’m
thinking about the whole idea
behind Spring, the thought of
renewal.

to sound like a preacher.
Pamby: Not really! I just think
that something must have happened that changed the mood
of those fellows from “down” to
“UP”.

Namby: I can relate to that. I
mean , for months, we see fields
covered with snow, sidewalks
icy, roads slushy, trees bare.
It’s as if there has been death
all around.
Pamby: Then, in a few days,
it’s all gone, the birds return,
the air is fresh and the sun is
radiant. It’s as if everything is
having a new start.

Namby: How so?
Pamby: Something that made
them want to risk their lives
telling the story about him.
Namby: I remember that. One
of the fellows, named John,
who tells his story, makes him
say in one place “If I be lifted
up from the earth, I will draw
everybody to me”.
Pamby: Sounds as if he would
be some kind of magnet, eh?

Namby: That’s true. You can’t
miss the change in the environment and I guess that change
affects our outlook, our mood,
the way we see things.
Pamby: Do you think that
that’s what happened to the
fellows who were going around
with the fellow Jesus two thousand years ago?

Namby: Yes, still a magnet
after all these years, especially
at Easter, which is, I guess,
“UP” time.
Copyright @John Harewood

Namby: What are you getting
at now? Do you mean that they
had a kind of “down” time, like
the winter?
Pamby: Yes, that’s it. The fellow Jesus died and that was a
kind of winter for them. Gone
was the fellow who spoke words
that made people feel better
and do things they thought they
couldn’t do. Their leader was
gone.
Namby: Gee, you are beginning
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We enjoy meeting you and being together in ministry. Parkdale’s
congregation responds to God’s call and Jesus’ teachings by:

Uniting in joyful worship as an
act of praise and gratitude, for inspiration and guidance
Providing learning opportunities
for the Christian way of life and
to enhance
Biblical literacy

Supporting each other through
pastoral care and concern

Reaching out to people in need
Promoting justice
Praying for guidance,
wisdom, and support.
Visitors and newcomers to Parkdale:
Please be on the look-out for our hospitality team who wear
pale yellow nametags and would be happy to meet you and answer your questions. Ask for the ‘Welcome to Parkdale’ edition
of the Messenger, which has a striking goldenrod cover.
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